CROP ARCHITECTURE AND COORDINATION ARRANGEMENTS

CROP Heads Annual Dialogue with Forum Leaders (Aug/Sept)

CROP Governing Council Chairs & CROP Heads Annual Meeting (Oct/Nov) - to develop annual CROP Strategic Work Agenda in response to Leaders' decisions

CROP Annual Strategic Work Agenda - annual work plan to deliver on Forum Leaders' priorities

CROP Heads Meetings - 3-times annually to coordinate & drive delivery

CROP Deputies - supporting implementation of CROP Heads' decisions

CROP Taskforces - formal, result-orientated, time-bound

Key:
- Red box indicates CROP and Member country engagement
- Purple box indicates CROP and partner engagement including Member countries
- Blue box indicates CROP and partner engagement
- Green box indicates CROP only engagement

Nuclear Legacy Issues in the Pacific
2050 Strategy for the Blue Pacific Continent
International Engagement & Advocacy for Ocean Events
Socio-economic Impact Assessment

CROP Working Groups - Informal, on-going regional initiatives, policy advice, implementation strategies

Gender
Human Resources Development
ICT
Energy Technical
Marine Sector
Pacific Sustainable Development
Communications
Corporate

CROP Annual Report to Forum Leaders - setting out progress, achievements, challenges to deliver on Forum Leaders’ priorities

Frequent meetings of CROP Heads during exceptional circumstances – e.g. COVID-19, natural disasters.

1Council of Regional Organisations of the Pacific (CROP) membership comprises the following Pacific regional intergovernmental organisations: Pacific Aviation Safety Office (PASO); Pacific Community (SPC); Pacific Islands Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA); Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat (PIFS); Pacific Power Association (PPA); Pacific Tourism Organisation (SPTO); Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP); The University of the South Pacific (USP); Pacific Islands Development Program (PIDP) (Membership currently under review)